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Abstract—A current source inverter (CSI) requires a capaci-
tor filter for the commutation of switching device as well as for
attenuating switching harmonics. Hence, the CSI-fed ac machine
has a second-order system in the continuous time domain. This
paper presents a design methodology for the closed-loop current
controller of the CSI-fed ac machine drive system. A multiloop
current controller design using a pole/zero cancellation method is
employed with a transfer function matrix. To decouple the cross-
coupling terms which cause mutual interferences between the d-
and q-axes in the synchronous reference frame, two types of con-
troller are proposed and implemented using different decoupling
method. Additionally, active damping methods are incorporated to
enhance the stability of the system. A stability analysis in discrete-
time domain is investigated to verify the feasibility of the proposed
closed-loop current controller. To evaluate the effectiveness of the
proposed current controller, computer simulations and experimen-
tal tests were performed and the results are discussed.

Index Terms—AC drive, current controller, current source
inverter (CSI).

I. INTRODUCTION

TRADITIONALLY, current source inverter (CSI) had been
used for the high power drives due to its ruggedness to

over current/short circuit and low dv/dt stress over the stator
windings of the electric machine [1], [2]. Recently, because
of aforementioned inherent advantages of CSI, effort has been
increased to drive the ac system with CSI in high power drives
such as wind power generation and hybrid electric vehicles
[3]–[5].

There was a comparative study with consideration on the
selection of power semiconductors for CSI [6]. In this paper, the
insulated gate bipolar transistor (IGBT) is adopted to increase
the switching frequency more than 1 kHz even in multi-MW
drive systems because the cost and size of passive components
can be reduced as the switching frequency is increased [6]. A
CSI-fed electric machine can be depicted as shown in Fig. 1. A
three-phase filter capacitor Cs is required for the commutation
of switching devices and for filtering out the current harmonics
flowing into the electric machine.

Due to this filter capacitor, the CSI-fed drive system has an in-
herent issue with LC resonance. The filter capacitor forms an LC
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of IGBT-based CSI-fed an electric machine.

filter along with the stator inductance of the electric machine and
step current input from the output of the CSI can incur oscillation
in the phase currents. Because a passive damping method with
a physical resistor results in excessive energy losses, there were
many studies to dampen the LC resonance with active control
strategies. In order to reduce the resonance, there were several
approaches which are the virtual resistor damping method [7],
an active damping method using inductor current feedback con-
trol [8], a feed forward compensation method from the LC filter
model [9], a compensator design method [10], and a hybrid-
type method with a virtual resistor and a compensator [11] for
the open-loop control. On the other hand, for the closed-loop
control, the multiloop controller can generally be used to con-
trol the output with a higher order plant such as the CSI-fed
drive system employing an LC filter [12]. There were studies
about the multiloop controller for the voltage source inverter
(VSI) with an LCL filter and CSI with an LC filter [12], [13].
In these studies, the proportional and resonant controller was
used to attenuate the resonance instead of the PI controller in
the synchronous reference frame.

In this paper, the multiloop current controller based on two
stages modeling of the CSI-fed ac machine drive system in the
synchronous reference frame is proposed. As a current con-
troller, a simple PI controller is employed and its gains are set
in the technical optimum, which cancel the poles of plant by the
zeros of the controller in the synchronous reference frame. With
the proposed controller, the transfer function between the actual
stator current and its reference can be designed as a second-order
low-pass filter. The gains for the current controller can be easily
determined by LC parameters of CSI. Two kinds of decoupling
methods are addressed to compensate the coupling term which
is incurred by coordinate transformation to the synchronous
reference frame. In addition, active damping methods using vir-
tual resistance are also embedded in the controller to avoid the
unstable characteristics due to the parameter error and other
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Fig. 2. Equivalent circuit of CSI including the ac system and capacitor filter
in the synchronous reference frame. (a) d-axis equivalent circuit. (b) q-axis
equivalent circuit.

disturbances such as digital delay. The stability analysis of the
drive system with the proposed current regulator including the
active damping methods is investigated in discrete-time domain.
Simulation and experimental results are shown to demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed methods.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The CSI-fed ac machine drive system in synchronous refer-
ence frame can be modeled as (1)–(3). The voltage and current
equation of a nonsalient ac machine is employed for modeling
such as an induction machine or a surface mounted permanent
magnet synchronous machine (SMPMSM) or a synchronous
reluctance machine
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where iedqw denotes d- and q-axes output current of a CSI, iedqs

denotes d- and q-axes stator current of an ac machine, iedqn de-
notes d- and q-axes current of a filter capacitor, ve

dqs denotes d-
and q-axes voltage of a filter capacitor, Rs denotes a stator re-
sistance of an ac machine, Ls denotes a synchronous inductance
of an ac machine, ωe denotes a synchronous angular speed of an
ac machine, ee

dqs denotes a back-emf voltage of an ac machine,
and p denotes a differential operator. From those equations, the
equivalent circuit can be derived as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 3. Block diagram of two stage modeling.

III. CURRENT CONTROLLER DESIGN

The block diagram of the system model can be simply drawn
as shown in Fig. 3 using the Laplace operator “s,” where J =

[ 0 −1
1 0 ].

The current controller can be designed based on the block dia-
gram. In the State 1, the P controller can be employed to control
the capacitor voltage ve

dqs and the coupling term JωeCsv
e
dqs

can be decoupled by a feed forward method. In the Stage 2,
the PI controller can be proposed to control stator current of an
ac machine iedqs where the coupling term can be decoupled by
simple feed forwarding term or by the integrator with coupling
error term which was already introduced as a complex vector
current control concept [14].

A. Current Controller Design With the Feed Forward
Decoupling Method

Fig. 4 shows the multiloop current control structure of an
CSI-fed ac machine. In the multiloop control structure, an in-
ner control loop which means the phase voltage control loop is
designed as the P controller. The transfer function of the phase
voltage control loop can be designed as the first-order low-pass
filter with the P controller. Under the assumption that the syn-
thesized current by pulsewidth modulation (PWM) is the same
with the current reference on average ie∗dqw = iedqw , the output
of the controller can be expressed by (4) where superscript “∗”
and Kpv stand for the reference and the P gain, respectively
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If the feed forwarding term is well matched to the real plant,
then the transfer function in the first stage can be set as a first-
order low-pass filter by setting Kpv as Csωc1 . And, ωc1 is the
cutoff frequency of the low-pass filter. Thus, closed-loop transfer
function of the phase voltage control loop can be expressed by
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Fig. 4. Block diagram of the multiloop current controller.

Fig. 5. Block diagram of a second stage controller design.

(5) with the feed forwarding term in (6)
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In order to construct the outer control loop, the closed-loop
transfer function of the inner control loop should be considered.
From (5), the transfer function of the inner loop can be deduced
as the first-order low-pass filter form as shown in Fig. 5. Thus,
the first-order low-pass filter should be considered to decouple
the coupling term JωeLsi

e
dqs using the feed forwarding term.

The transfer function of the outer control loop, which means
the phase current control loop, can be set as the second-order
low pass filter if filtered feed forwarding term decouples the
coupling term.

As shown in Figs. 4 and 5, the voltage reference comes from
the PI controller in the multiloop control structure. The filtered
voltage reference is the same with the input voltage of the ac
machine, which is expressed as (5). Thus, (5) can be formulated
as (7) using (3)
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From aforementioned equation, if P gains (Kpd, Kpq ) are set
as Lsωc2 , Lsωc2 respectively, and I gains (Kid, Kiq ) are set
as Rsωc2 , then the transfer function can be deduced as (9) from
(7) with the feed forwarding terms in (8)[
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To calculate the feed forwarding term in (8), it seems that
the differentiation for the measured current is required. How-
ever, the differentiation can be circumvented as (10) with the
measured voltage and current using the parameters of the ac
machine[
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In general, the mechanical time constant is quite lager than
the electric time constant. Thus, the electric angular speed can
be assumed as constant in a sampling period. And also, the ac
machine is usually driven with a constant d-axis flux in syn-
chronous reference frame. Under the aforementioned assump-
tions, the back-emf can be considered as a constant value. So,
the feed forwarding term for the back-emf component can be
set as follows:

s + ωc1

ωc1
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qs

]
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]
. (11)

B. Decoupling Method Using Complex
Current Control Concept

Instead of the feed forwarding compensation, the coupling
terms can be decoupled by the integrator with coupling error
term, which was already known as a complex vector current
controller [14]. The design procedure for the integrator is the
same with above except feed forwarding terms. The (7) can be
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Fig. 6. Block diagram of the designed multiloop controller.

Fig. 7. Possible locations of the virtual resistor.

rewritten as the following equation to incorporate the decoupling
terms:
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If the coupled integrator gains (Kidq , Kiqd ) are set as
−ωeLsωc2 , ωeLsωc2 , respectively, then the transfer function
is the same with (9). The required feed forwarding terms are
only back-emf component shown as follows:
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C. Active Damping Method

To avoid instability of the designed current controller due to
the parameter error or other disturbances such as digital delay
and nonlinearity of the inverter, it is important to embed a virtual
resistor which is already known as the active damping method.
In the proposed multiloop current control scheme shown in
Fig. 6, there are two possible locations of the virtual resistor
in the LC filter circuit in Fig. 7. Series connection or parallel
connection of the resistor can be implemented in the designed
current controller. With the virtual resistors in Fig. 7, the d- and
q-axes equivalent circuits in the synchronous reference frame
can be deduced as shown in Fig. 8.

As shown in Fig 9, the virtual resistor Rv which is connected
to the inductor in series (series active damping method) can
be easily implemented with adding the feed forwarding terms

Fig. 8. Equivalent circuit of CSI including ac system and capacitor filter with
virtual resistor in synchronous reference frame. (a) d-axis equivalent circuit. (b)
q-axis equivalent circuit.

Fig. 9. Multiloop current controller with the position (1) of virtual resistor in
Fig. 7 (series active damping method).

which is set as −Rv iedqs , and the simple modification of the
integrator gains (Kid, Kiq ), which are set as(Rs + Rv )ωc2 .

Fig. 10 shows the parallel active damping method where the
virtual resistor Rp is connected to the capacitor in parallel. The
additional integrator and the additional feed forwarding term
are employed in the voltage control loop in order to embed the
virtual resistor which is connected to the capacitor in parallel.
The feed forwarding term for the parallel virtual resistor can be
set as−ve

dqs/Rp . Then, the output of the phase voltage controller
can be expressed as follows:
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The integrator gain Kiv can be set as ωc1/Rp . Thus, the
closed-loop transfer function of the phase voltage control loop
can be expressed by (5) with the feed forwarding term in (6).
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Fig. 10. Multiloop current controller with the position (2) of virtual resistor in Fig. 7 (parallel active damping method).

Fig. 11. Block diagram for the digital control system implementing the proposed multiloop current controller.

IV. STABILITY ANALYSIS AND PERFORMANCE OF

CONTROLLER IN DISCRETE-TIME DOMAIN

In order to analyze the stability of the proposed closed-loop
control strategy, it is necessary to describe the closed loop in
discrete-time domain, where the actual implementation would
be done. In the case of digital control system, the zero-order
hold (ZOH) equivalence is an appropriate approximation for the
discrete-time domain model in sample and hold system. Thus,
in most of cases, the ZOH equivalence has been commonly used
for PWM input and uniformly sampled system [15]–[17].

A. Discrete-Time Model of the CSI-Fed
AC Machine Drive System

If the back-emf component is decoupled by a proper feed
forwarding terms, the digital control system implementing the
proposed multiloop current controller is depicted Fig. 11 using
a sampler and the ZOH.

In Fig. 11, ejθe and e−jθe stand for the reference frame
transformation to the stationary reference frame and to the syn-
chronous reference frame in complex vector, respectively. Also,
z−1 means the unit delay which is the intrinsic time delay of the
digital control system between instants of the sampling of sig-
nals and the voltage commands for PWM inputs. In the proposed
multiloop controller, Gc2(z) represents the voltage controller,
and Gc1(z) represents the current controller. In addition, Gf 1
and Gf 2 stand for the state feedback gains which can be used
for the feed forwarding decoupling terms and active damping
terms.

The transfer matrix of the ac machine model P2(s) can be
expressed using inductance and resistance as expressed in the
following equation, because of decoupling of back-emf of the
ac machine:

P2(s) =
[

Rs + sLs 0
0 Rs + sLs

]−1

. (15)

And also, the transfer matrix of the filter capacitor can be
expressed as follows:

P1(s) =
[

sCs 0
0 sCs

]−1

. (16)

When it comes to the analysis in the discrete-time domain, it
should be taken into account that the z-transform of a product
of cascaded transfer function is not equal to the product of z-
transforms of each transfer function, shown in (17). In (17),
A(s) and B(s)are arbitrary functions for a cascaded system,
and Z stands for an operator of z-transform [18]

Z {A(s)B(s)} = Z {AB(s)} �= Z {A(s)}Z {B(s)} . (17)

From (17), it can be noted that the design approach of multiloop
controller based on the continuous time domain has critical
defect in implementation in the discrete time domain, caused
by difference between the continuous model and the discrete
model. Due to this difference, the designed controller might
have instability or poor performance which is not desired. In the
case of the proposed multiloop current controller, the decoupling
method cannot be achieved due to the property of the z-transform
shown in (17) because the proposed design approach is based on
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Fig. 12. Reconstructed block diagram for the digital control system.

the pole zero cancellation method in continuous time domain.
Thus, the designed transfer function, which is the second-order
low-pass filter in (9), might not be feasible in the digital control
system. Hence, the proposed multiloop current controller should
be analyzed based on the discrete-time domain.

Fig. 11 can be reconstructed as Fig. 12 with the consideration
of (17).

As shown in Fig. 12, two combined transfer matrices,
(I + P1P2(s))−1P1(s) and (I + P1P2(s))−1P1P2(s), should
be discretized in order to consider (17). Two combined transfer
matrices can be expressed as (18) and (19), because the transfer
matrix for the symmetric machine like SMPMSM or an induc-
tion machine can be simplified into the transfer function using
complex vector variables [14], [16], [19]
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q .

The ZOH equivalent of (18) and (19) can deduce as given in
the following equation, including the digital delay:
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In order to construct the discrete model in a synchronous
reference frame, the point A to B and A to C is considered in
Fig. 12. The discrete model in the synchronous reference frame
can be expressed as follows:

T e
2 (z) =

ve
dqs(z)

iedqw
∗(z)

= ejθe (z )T s
2 (z)e−jθe (z ) (22)

T e
1 (z) =

iedqs(z)
iedqw

∗(z)
= ejθe (z )T s

1 (z)e−jθe (z ) . (23)

Superscripts “s” and “e” denote stationary and synchronous ref-
erence frames in (22) and (23), respectively. In aforementioned
equations, ejθe (z )T s

2 (z)e−jθe (z ) and ejθe (z )T s
1 (z)e−jθe (z ) mean

the discrete-time model of the ac machine in the synchronous
reference frame.

On the other hands, the synchronous angle can be expressed
as (24) in the discrete-time domain. And, the reference frame
transformation from the stationary reference frame to the syn-
chronous reference frame can be defined as (25)

θe [k + 1] = θe [k] + ωeTs (24)

fs
dq [k]e−jθe [k ] = fe

dq [k] (25)

where Ts represents a sampling period.
Thus, the equations for the reference frame transformation

can be deduced in the discrete-time domain as shown in the
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Fig. 13. Block diagram of the control system in discrete-time domain.

following equation:
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dq [k + m]e−jθe [k ] = fs
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If it is assumed that the general transfer function in the sta-
tionary reference frame is expressed as (28), then the transfer
function in the synchronous reference frame can be expressed
as (30) in the discrete time domain using (27)
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From the result of (30), the discrete model in the synchronous
reference frame can be expressed as follows:
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Through aforementioned process, the block diagram for the
digital control system can be finalized as given in Fig. 13.

As shown in Fig. 13, the closed-loop transfer function of the
current controller in the discrete-time domain can be deduced

as follows:
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This closed-loop transfer function is used for analyzing the
performance or stability of the proposed control method. In the
simulations and experiments, the electric angle delay ejωe Ts due
to the angle changes during the sampling period is compensated
[16], [20]. So, in this paper, the delay compensated models
which are expressed as follows are used for analyzing stability
of the proposed control scheme:

T e
1 (z) =

1
(B − A)LsCs

(
1
A

· (1 − e−AT )
z(zejωe T − e−AT )

− 1
B

· (1 − e−BT )
z(zejωe T − e−BT )

)
(34)

T e
2 (z) =

1
(B − A)LsCs

(
Rs − ALs

A
· (1 − e−AT )
z(zejωe T − e−AT )

−Rs − BLs

B
· (1 − e−BT )
z(zejωe T − e−BT )

)
.

(35)

B. Current Controller With the Feed Forward
Decoupling Method

As aforementioned in Section III-A, the controllers Gc1(z),
Gc2(z) and state feedback gains (Gf 1 , Gf 2) can be applied to
(33) as follows:

Gf 1 = jωeCs, Gf 2 = jωeLs

(
1 +

1 − z−1

ωc1Ts

)
(36)

Gc1(z) =
Rs

1 − z−1 ωc2Ts + Lsωc2 , Gc2(z) = Csωc1 . (37)

To analyze the stability, the migration of poles and zeroes
which means the eigenvalue migration with a varying natural
frequency is plotted in Fig. 14 where the designed transfer func-
tion is expressed as follows:

iedqs(s)
iedqs

∗(s)
=

ωc1ωc2

s2 + ωc1s + ωc1ωc2
=

ω2
n

s2 + 2ωns + ω2
n

(38)

where ωn stands for the natural frequency.
As shown in Fig. 14, all of closed-loop poles are inside of

the unit circle. Thus, it can be noted that the digital control sys-
tem with the feed forward decoupling method remains stable at
overall the natural frequencies under consideration. Although
the closed-loop poles are still inside of unit circle for the range
of applied natural frequencies, the system reveals poor perfor-
mances. As the natural frequency decreases, the damping ratio
of the digital control system decreases (point F to E). So, the
system does not have the designed damping ratio. In addition, as
the natural frequency increases, the damping ratio of the digital
control system also increases (point E to F). However, the two
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Fig. 14. Migration of poles/zeros of the digital control system according
to the increase of the natural frequency (100 Hz → 500 Hz) with the feed
forward decoupling method (ωe = 200π rad/s, Ts = 100 μs, Ls = 0.7 mH,
Rs = 50 mΩ, Cs = 75 μF).

Fig. 15. Migration of poles/zeros of the digital control system according
to the increase of the natural frequency (100 Hz → 500 Hz) with the com-
plex vector decoupling method (ωe = 200π rad/s, Ts = 100 μs, Ls = 0.7 mH,
Rs = 50 mΩ, Cs = 75 μF).

dominant poles approach the boundary of the unit circle which
results in the unstable system or highly oscillating system (point
A to B, C to D).

C. Complex Vector Decoupling Method

As aforementioned in Section III-B, the controllers Gc1(z),
Gc2(z) and the state feedback gains Gf 1 , Gf 2 can be applied to
(33) as follows:

Gf 1 = jωeCs, Gf 2 = 0 (39)

Gc1(z) =
Rs + jωeLs

1 − z−1 ωc2Ts + Lsωc2 , Gc2(z) = Csωc1 .

(40)

The migration of poles and zeroes with a varying natural
frequency is plotted in Fig. 15.

As shown in Fig. 15, the specific poles are outside of the unit
circle at the certain natural frequency (points near G). Thus,
it can be noted that the digital control system with the com-

Fig. 16. Migration of poles/zeros of the digital control system according to
the increase of the series virtual resistance (0 Ω → 1 Ω) with the feed forward
decoupling method (ωe = 200π rad/s, ωn = 600π rad/s, Ts = 100 μs, Ls =
0.7 mH, Rs = 50 mΩ, Cs = 75 μF).

plex vector decoupling method may become unstable system
at specific natural frequencies under consideration. As the nat-
ural frequency increases, the system can be stable (point G to
H). However, the two dominant poles approach the boundary
of the unit circle which results in the unstable system or highly
oscillating system (point A to B, C to D).

D. Series Active Damping Method

As aforementioned in Section III-C, there are two possible
locations for embedding virtual resistors. In the case of the
series active damping method with the feed forward decoupling
method, the controllers Gc1(z), Gc2(z) and state feedback gains
Gf 1 , Gf 2 can be applied to (33) as follows:

Gf 1 = jωeCs, Gf 2 = jωeLs

(
1 +

1 − z−1

ωc1Ts

)
− Rv (41)

Gc1(z) =
Rs + Rv

1 − z−1 ωc2Ts + Lsωc2 , Gc2(z) = Csωc1 . (42)

The migration of poles and zeroes according to the variation of
the virtual damping resistance with the feed forward decoupling
method is plotted in Fig. 16.

Fig. 16 shows that the poles adjacent to the boundary of the
unit circle migrate toward inside of the unit circle as the series
virtual resistance increases (point A to B, point C to D). In
addition, the damping ratio increases as the virtual resistance
increase.

In the case of the series active damping method for the com-
plex vector decoupling method, the controllers Gc1(z), Gc2(z)
and state feedback gains Gf 1 , Gf 2 can be applied to (33) as
follows:

Gf 1 = jωeCs, Gf 2 = −Rv (43)

Gc1(z) =
Rs + Rv + jωeLs

1 − z−1 ωc2Ts +Lsωc2 , Gc2(z)=Csωc1 .

(44)
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Fig. 17. Migration of poles/zeros of the digital control system according to
the increase of the virtual resistance (0 Ω → 1 Ω) with the complex vector
decoupling method (ωe = 200π rad/s, ωn = 600π rad/s, Ts = 100 μs, Ls =
0.7 mH, Rs = 50 mΩ, Cs = 75 μF).

The migration of poles and zeroes according to the variation
of the virtual damping resistance for the complex decoupling
method is plotted in Fig. 17.

As shown in Fig. 17, the pole outside of the unit circle mi-
grates to the inside of unit circle (point C to D). Thus, the
unstable system is changed to the stable system as the series vir-
tual resistance increases. It can be noted that the complex vector
decoupling method with the series active damping method has
almost same characteristics to those of the feed forward decou-
pling method with the series active damping method which is
shown in Fig. 16.

E. Parallel Active Damping Method

In the case of the parallel active damping method for the feed
forward decoupling method, the controllers Gc1(z), Gc2(z) and
state feedback gains Gf 1 , Gf 2 can be applied to (33) as follows:

Gf 1 = jωeCs − gp , Gf 2 = jωeLs

(
1 +

1 − z−1

ωc1Ts

)
(45)

Gc1(z) =
Rs

1 − z−1 ωc2Ts + Lsωc2

Gc2(z) =
gp

1 − z−1 ωc1Ts + Csωc1 . (46)

where gp stands for an conductance of the parallel virtual resistor
gp = 1/Rp .

The migration of poles and zeroes according to the variation
of the parallel virtual resistance for the feed forward decoupling
method is plotted in Fig. 18.

Fig. 18 shows that the poles approach the boundary of the
unit circle (point E to F, point G to H) and the damping ratio
of the system increases (point A to B, point C to D) as the vir-
tual conductance increases. Thus, the system might have highly
oscillatory response or poor dynamic response.

On the other hand, in the case of the parallel active damping
method for the complex vector decoupling method, the con-
trollers Gc1(z), Gc2(z) and state feedback gains Gf 1 , Gf 2 can

Fig. 18. Migration of poles/zeros of the digital control system according to the
increase of the parallel virtual conductance (0 S → 0.1 S) with the feed forward
decoupling method (ωe = 200π rad/s, ωn = 600π rad/s, Ts = 100 μs, Ls =
0.7 mH, Rs = 50 mΩ, Cs = 75 μF).

Fig. 19. Migration of poles/zeros of the digital control system according to
the increase of the parallel virtual conductance (0 S → 0.1 S) with the complex
vector decoupling method (ωe = 200π rad/s, ωn = 600π rad/s, Ts = 100 μs,
Ls = 0.7 mH, Rs = 50 mΩ, Cs = 75 μF).

be applied to (33) as follows:

Gf 1 = jωeCs − gp , Gf 2 = 0 (47)

Gc1(z) =
Rs + jωeLs

1 − z−1 ωc2Ts + Lsωc2

Gc2(z) =
gp

1 − z−1 ωc1Ts + Csωc1 . (48)

The migration of poles and zeroes according to the variation
of the parallel virtual resistor for the feed forward decoupling
method is plotted in Fig. 19.

As shown in Fig. 19, some poles are still out of the unit circle
although the parallel virtual conductance increases (point E to
F). It can be noted that the system might remain unstable in spite
of increased damping gain. Additionally, other poles approach
the boundary of the unit circle and the damping ratio decreases
(point A to B, point C to D) if the damping gain (parallel virtual
conductance) increases enough so that the system is stable. Thus,
the parallel virtual resistor might not guarantee the improved
stability and dynamic responses.
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Fig. 20. Bode plot of the digital control system for the feed forward decoupling method (ωe = 200π rad/s, ωn = 600π rad/s, Ts = 100 μs, Ls = 0.7 mH,
Rs = 50 mΩ, Cs = 75 μF). (a) With the series active damping method. (b) With the parallel active damping method.

From the aforementioned analysis, it can be concluded that
the parallel active damping method is not effective to improve
the control performance of the proposed two kinds of control
structures than the series active damping method is.

F. Command Tracking Bandwidth of the Designed Controller

The designed transfer function of the system can be expressed
as (49) which is mentioned in Section III. And also, it can be
expressed as the general second-order low-pass filter form with
a damping ratio, ζ, and a natural frequency ωn

iedqs(s)
iedqs

∗(s)
=

ωc1ωc2

s2 + ωc1s + ωc1ωc2
=

ω2
n

s2 + 2ζωns + ω2
n

. (49)

In general, the bandwidth of the transfer function can be defined
as the cutoff frequency where has attenuated gain of 3 dB with
respect to the dc gain. In the case of the second-order low-
pass filter, the bandwidth depends on the damping ratio and the
natural frequency.

In this paper, the damping ratio of 1 was used for the fastest
response without overshoot (critically damped responses). Thus,
the bandwidth of the system can be deduced as (50). And, the
natural frequency is equal to the system poles location

ωBW = ωn

√√
2 − 1 ≈ 0.6436ωn (50)

where ωBW stands for the bandwidth.
On the other hands, a settling time can be a significant concern

to determine the bandwidth of the system in the step response. In
the critically damped system, the settling time can be expressed
as follows:

e−ωn ts t (1 + ωntst) = 0.02 (51)

where tst stands for the settling time.
It can be noted that the proper choice of the natural frequency

is important to satisfy the dynamics of the general applications.
In many applications, such as a traction motor drive, a hybrid
vehicle system and a wind turbine generation system, the step

response might be considered significantly. Thus, the natural
frequency should be chosen for the reasonable settling time.

The designed controller based on the continuous system might
not have the desired bandwidth because of the difference be-
tween the continuous model and the discrete model of the cas-
caded system. The Bode plot of the proposed controller for
the frequency responses with two active damping methods is
depicted in Figs. 20 and 21.

As shown in Figs. 20 and 21, the frequency responses in
the discrete-time domain are different from the frequency re-
sponses in continuous time domain. Thus, the transfer function
in the discrete-time domain does not meet the desired bandwidth
which is designed in the continuous time domain. The paral-
lel active damping method is not effective to compensate the
different bandwidth. However, with the series active damping
method, the control system can achieve the desired bandwidth
effectively.

G. Parametric Error Dependence

As mentioned earlier, the parallel active damping method is
not effective to improve the control performance than the series
active damping method. So, an analysis with the series active
damping method is quite reasonable approach for the parametric
error dependence.

Figs. 22 and 23 show the migration of poles and zeroes with
the variation of the series virtual resistance for the two decou-
pling method. And, it is assumed that the estimated parameters
for setting the controller’s gains have errors in the inductance and
resistance, L̂s = 1.5 × Ls, R̂s = 0.5 × Rs, Ĉs = Cs , where
L̂s , R̂s and Ĉs stand for the estimated inductance, resistance,
and capacitance, respectively.

Fig. 22 shows that the poles adjacent to the boundary of
the unit circle migrate toward inside of the unit circle as the
series virtual resistance increases (point A to B) regardless of
the parametric errors. In addition, the dominant poles do not
change significantly.
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Fig. 21. Bode plot of the digital control system for the complex vector decoupling method (ωe = 200π rad/s, ωn = 600π rad/s, Ts = 100 μs, Ls = 0.7 mH,
Rs = 50 mΩ, Cs = 75 μF). (a) With the series active damping method. (b) With the parallel active damping method.

Fig. 22. Migration of poles/zeros of the digital control system according to the
increase of the series virtual resistance (0 Ω → 1 Ω) with the parametric error
in inductance and resistance for the feed forward decoupling method (ωe =
200π rad/s, Ts = 100 μs, L̂s = 1.5 × Ls , R̂s = 0.5 × Rs , Ĉs = Cs ).

Fig. 23. Migration of poles/zeros of the digital control system according to the
increase of the series virtual resistance (0 Ω → 1 Ω) with the parametric error
in inductance and resistance for the complex vector decoupling method (ωe =
200π rad/s, Ts = 100 μs, L̂s = 1.5 × Ls , R̂s = 0.5 × Rs , Ĉs = Cs ).

As shown in Fig. 23, the pole lies at the outside of the unit
circle migrates to the inside of the unit circle (point A to B) as the
series virtual resistance increases regardless of the parametric
errors. Thus, the unstable system is changed to the stable system.
And also, the dominant poles are changed slightly.

However, the estimated capacitance is related to the pole of the
inner control loop which is the phase voltage control loop, and
the parametric error cannot be compensated using the damping
method. So, the proposed multiloop current control is sensitive
to the parametric error in the capacitance. Fig. 24 shows the
migration of poles and zeroes according to the parameter error
of the capacitance from Ĉs = Cs to Ĉs = 2 × Cs for the two
decoupling method with the series virtual resistance 1 Ω. And,
it is assumed that the other estimated parameters have also error
like L̂s = 1.5 × Ls, R̂s = 0.5 × Rs .

As shown in Fig. 24, the two dominant poles approach to and
finally go out of the boundary of the unit circle as the capacitance
error increases, which results in the unstable system (point A to
B, C to D).

From aforementioned results, it can be noted that the two
decoupling methods with the series active damping method are
robust to the parametric error in the inductance and resistance,
but not to the parametric error in the capacitance.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

To evaluate the performance of the proposed multiloop cur-
rent controller, the computer simulation for SMPMSM has been
done using PSIM software. The parameters for simulation are
listed in Table I.

In the simulation, the electric angular speed of the rotor is
set to 200π rad/s and the dc-link current, as 40-A constant. In
addition, the transfer function from the reference current to the
real current is designed as follows:

ω2
n

s2 + 2ωns + ω2
n

, ωn = 600π [rad/s]. (52)
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Fig. 24. Migration of poles/zeros of the digital control system according to the
variation of the error in the estimated capacitance (Ĉs = Cs → Ĉs = 2 × Cs )
and the parametric error in inductance and resistance (ωe = 200π rad/s, Ts =
100 μs, L̂s = 1.5 × Ls , R̂s = 0.5 × Rs , Rv = 1 Ω).

TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF SMPMSM

Fig. 25. Simulation result of step response for the feed forward decoupling
method. (a) Without the active damping method. (b) With the series active
damping method (Rv = 1 Ω). (c) With the parallel active damping method
(Rp = 20 Ω).

Fig. 25 shows the simulation result of step response of designed
controller with the feed forward decoupling method. As shown
in Fig. 25(a), without the active damping method, the system is
stable. However, it shows undesirable regulation performance as
expected from Fig. 14. With the series active damping method
which is shown in Fig. 25(b), the system is stable and it shows
better regulation performance as expected from Fig. 16. While
Fig. 25(c) shows that the system is stable but it has oscillating
responses with the parallel active damping method as expected
from Fig. 18.

On the other hands, Fig. 26 shows the simulation result of
step response of designed controller with the complex vector
decoupling method. As shown in Fig. 26(a) and expected from
Fig. 15, without the active damping method, the system has
poor stability and highly oscillating response. However, with
the series active damping method which is shown in Fig. 26(b),
as expected from Fig. 17, the system is quite stable and it reveals
better regulation performance. Fig. 26(c) shows that the system
still has degraded stability and highly oscillating responses with
the parallel active damping method as expected from Fig. 19.
Thus, the analysis in Section IV has been verified from the
simulation results.

In order to verify the designed bandwidth, the settling time
was measured by the computer simulation. The settling time is
determined by the natural frequency, and it can be calculated
by (51). In the simulation, the series active damping method
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Fig. 26. Simulation result of step response for the complex vector decoupling
method. (a) Without the active damping method. (b) With the series active
damping method (Rv = 1 Ω). (c) With the parallel active damping method
(Rp = 20 Ω).

TABLE II
SETTLING TIME OF THE PROPOSED CONTROLLER

Rv = 1 Ω was used for two proposed decoupling methods. The
settling time with the proposed current controller is listed in
Table II.

As shown in Table II, the measured settling time is almost the
same with the calculated settling time. Thus, the proposed cur-
rent controller with the series active damping method can satisfy
the desired regulation performance despite the error between the
continuous model and the discrete model of the multiloop con-
trol structure. And also, it can be noted that the proposed method
can be used for the general applications because it has a flexibil-
ity to select the dynamic performance, which can be determined
with the natural frequency.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Fig. 27 shows the fabricated prototype CSI for a laboratory
experiment. The 1200-V–75-A IGBTs and diodes have been

Fig. 27. Prototype CSI for the experiments.

Fig. 28. System configuration for the experiment.

TABLE III
PARAMETERS OF THE INDUCTION MACHINE

used for the prototype CSI. As shown in Fig. 28, an induction
machine and a three-phase grid have been used as a load ma-
chine for the speed control and the source for the dc-link current
control, respectively. An SMPMSM, which has the same nom-
inal parameters with the SMPMSM used in the simulation and
its parameters are listed in Table I, has been used as the drive
system under the test.

The parameters of the induction machine are listed in
Table III.

In the experiment, the mechanical angular speed of rotor is set
to −1000 r/min, which is equivalent to −66.7 Hz in the electric
angular frequency and the dc-link current is set to 40-A constant.
In addition, the designed transfer function is the same with the
simulation as (52).
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Fig. 29. Control block diagram for the experiment.

Fig. 29 shows the control block diagram for the experiment.
The d- and q-axes current in the stationary reference frame are
calculated from a, b, and c phase measured current. In addition,
the d- and q-axes voltage in the stationary reference frame are
calculated from the line-to-line voltage of the delta connected
capacitor. The d- and q-axes current and voltage in the syn-
chronous reference frame are calculated using the angle infor-
mation which can be measured by an encoder signal. To generate
the gating signals, the space vector pulsewidth modulation for
CSI was adopted [21].

Fig. 30 shows the experimental result of step response of
designed controller with the feed forward decoupling method.
As shown in Fig. 30(a), without the active damping method,
the system is stable. However, it shows undesirable regulation
performance as expected from Fig. 14. With the series active
damping method which is shown in Fig. 30(b), it shows bet-
ter regulation performance as expected from Fig. 16, whereas
Fig. 30(c) shows that the system is stable but it still shows un-
desirable responses with the parallel active damping method as
expected from Fig. 18.

Fig. 31 shows the experimental result of step response of de-
signed controller with the complex vector decoupling method.
As shown in Fig. 31(a) and expected from Fig. 15, without the
active damping method, the system has highly oscillating re-
sponse. However, with the series active damping method which
is shown in Fig. 31(b), as expected from Fig. 17, the system
is quite stable and it reveals better regulation performance.
Fig. 31(c) shows that the system still has oscillating responses
and poor regulation performance with the parallel active damp-
ing method as expected from Fig. 19.

As mentioned before, the design approach of multiloop con-
troller based on the continuous system has inherent stability
issues because of the difference between the continuous model
and the discrete model of the cascaded system. And it might
incur the instability or degraded dynamic response. However,
from the experimental results, the proposed multiloop current
controller through the design methodology in the discrete-time
domain shows the significantly improved stability and dynamic
response using series active damping method.

Fig. 30. Experimental result of step response with the feed forward decoupling
method. (a) Without the active damping method. (b) With the series active
damping method (Rv = 1 Ω). (c) With the parallel active damping method
(Rp = 20 Ω).

Fig. 31. Experimental result of step response with the complex vector decou-
pling method. (a) Without the active damping method. (b) With the series active
damping method (Rv = 1 Ω). (c) With the parallel active damping method
(Rp = 20 Ω).

The proposed multiloop controller is designed to have criti-
cally damped responses which reveal the fastest response with-
out overshoot. The experimental results represent that the de-
coupling methods with the series active damping method have
the designed settling time of about 3 ms without the overshoot
and the coupling effect. It can be noted that the proposed method
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TABLE IV
PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED CURRENT CONTROLLER

exhibits reasonable performance as designed. Hence, it is viable
to be applied to general drive systems.

VII. SUMMARY

With the simulation and experimental results, Table IV sum-
marizes the performance of each implementation based on the
stability, the settling time, a steady-state error and a burden of
computation.

The stability of the each method is verified by Section III-B
to III-E. And with the series active damping method, each de-
coupling method can meet the designed settling time which is
verified in Table II. There is no steady-state error in each decou-
pling method because of the integrator which has infinite gain
at dc. The burden of computation is mentioned in Section II. In
the case of the feed forward decoupling method, the differen-
tiation for the measured current should be applied for the feed
forwarding term which can be calculated using the measured
voltage and current with the parameters of the ac machine. And
to implement the parallel active damping method, the additional
integrator and additional feed forwarding term are required in
voltage control loop whereas the series active damping method
can be implemented with adding the feed forwarding term and
simple modification of the integrator gain. Thus, the feed for-
ward decoupling method has higher burden of computation than
the complex vector decoupling method and the parallel active
damping method needs more computation than the series active
damping method does.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the multiloop current controller has been pro-
posed for the CSI-fed ac machine drive to avoid the resonance
caused by the LC filter through the step response. In order to
design the multiloop current controller, two-stage modeling has
been employed. Additionally, two decoupling methods, namely
the feed forward decoupling method and the complex vector
decoupling method, have been proposed to decouple the cou-
pling term incurred by the coordinate transformation to the syn-
chronous reference frame. The proposed control scheme is sim-
ple and it can be easily implemented. However, the proposed

control scheme might have instability or degraded dynamic re-
sponse due to the intrinsic error between the continuous model
and the discrete model of the cascaded control structure due
to the LC filter. A design methodology considering the digital
implementation of the current controller has been described.
And, a current controller for the CSI-fed ac machine drive sys-
tems has been proposed. In order to avoid instability or degraded
dynamic response, the active damping methods based on the vir-
tual resistance has been embedded in the proposed controller.
The stability and characteristics of the two decoupling meth-
ods have been analyzed in the discrete-time domain using ZOH
equivalence. Among the proposed damping methods, the series
active damping method has more effectiveness for improved
stability and dynamic response than the parallel active damp-
ing method in the proposed control scheme has. To validate the
effectiveness of the proposed control scheme, simulation, and
experimental results have been shown and discussed. The pro-
posed design methodology can be equally applied to not only
ac machine drive system, but also other ac systems which have
cascaded control structure by simple modification of gains and
feed forwarding terms.
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